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There are two lower troposphere datasets computed from oxygen microwave emission. 

Where possible, RSS and UAH are presented strictly alphabetic and nothing should be read into that. The data is slightly different.

Self evidently, visible on spatial plots:-

RSS contains more high frequency content but shows signs of coherent noise, probably aliasing. It does not cover the terrestrial poles and omits high 
altitude ground regions: Andes, Himalaya.

UAH tends to more severe low pass filtering but fully covers both terrestrial poles. There is no obvious problem with high altitude ground.

The datasets use different zero offsets.

Residual annual
Some time ago the author carried out an exercise on UAH global mean data where both daily and monthly is available. It was found that synchronous 
filtering could remove the residual annual variation data mid 2002 onwards (consistent single satellite). On carrying out the same processing on 
monthly data there was a pleasing match with correctly decimated daily data and showed working with monthly data was satisfactory. (these ought to 
be identical and were within minor math variation). Results not shown here.

The same processing was applied to RSS monthly. There was less slightly residual to remove.

On comparing RSS and UAH they had become noticeably more similar.

A few months later UAH changed processing software V5.2 to V5.3

Out of curiosity the two dataset were compared. It was found that removing the residual annual from each resulted in an identical result, as though 
there is a common underlying data. Please keep in mind this is for recent data only and does not address the very hard problem of the many 
incompatible earlier dataset fragments from a variety of satellites.

Note: all data has been computed from published gridded datasets as a weighted mean. Greater intermediate precision avoids Shannon limitations but is 
visually immaterial here.



Illustration 1: RSS TLT published
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Illustration 2: UAH TLT published
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Illustration 3: RSS residual annual removed, original zero offset retained
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Illustration 4: UAH residual annual removed, original zero offset retained
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Commentary
Perhaps surprisingly given the difference in filtering between datasets the UAH data shows a greater range of variation. Perhaps this is a result of 
including data to latitudes 90N and 90S where maximum variation occurs.

The general reduction in data noise should be obvious to the reader, confirming that a significant proportion of the month to month variation is actually 
artefacts from a residual annual signal.

Similarly the datasets “ought” to be identical, argument over zero reference ignored. 

Whilst a short dataset there is a very small trend between datasets, consistent for global and both hemispheres. (the synchronous filtering will not 
introduce a trend and also has no data end effects whatsoever) Perhaps the trend originates in the polar and high altitude regions which are omitted 
from one dataset. However that does not make good sense given both north and south hemispheres show the same trend.

The authors are thanked.

RSS data ftp.ssmi.com/msu/data/binary/.

UAH data vortex.nsstc.uah.edu/public/msu/

Illustration 5: Difference, UAH minus RSS after residual annual removal
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